Please forward this communication to be read by the commission as a public comment to item not on the agenda.
And duly recognize the synchronized filing with Department of Fair Employment and Housing.

Honorable commision and commissioners.

If the oversight for the politicians is discriminating and there is no rules or punishment of ethics about discrimination with in the program of fppc then how in the world is a politician supposed to be encouraged NOT to discriminate?

I performed as required of the agenda.
I contacted the the un-named "designated person" at commasst@ fppc...

I requested the legally required name office address and telephone number
Of the Americans with Disabilities Act coordinator for the Fair

What occurred is the person claiming they are responsible did not respond for 15 days and then responded the day before and guess what could not provide the primary request AND failed to offer an available alternative as required per the ADA.

Also if you will note. Much like many ADA title II entities they employ the use of auto generated Closed Captions provided by GOOGLE/ Youtube.

Most state entities with in; including the fppc has ever "edited" the auto-generated closed captions to ensure equal facilitation to the information and accuracy.

Deliberate indifference due "When considering the program in it's entirety ensuring non-discrimination is paramount.

During The planning stages of how the public was going to access the information the hearing disabled were not considered nor was their any thoughts regarding access to the same information " word for word", as opposed to the unchecked inaccurate "auto-generated" Closed captions.

No other reason for this besides financial discrimination due to the costs related to making the videos/information accessible. Such is not an undue burden and or an alteration to the program of disabled/public Access.

Alan Moody